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To Heal Fully
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To heal fully, Naaman needed more than physical treatment. Something deeper than
surface sense or bodily function. Remedy for his mind—how he viewed others and
the world. Therapy for how he felt—viewed by other people, treated by society.
Leprosy, you see, beyond whatever pain and disfigurement through lesions on the
skin, caused fear and mental / emotional pain of being cast out from family, isolated
from society, permanently quarantined to contain any threat to others. Something
like Covid restrictions imposed forever, while everyone else carries on as normal. In
many ways, it felt like a death sentence—end of life as we know it. No amount of
wealth, power, privilege, or accomplishment would prevent the consequence.
Naaman had it all. To heal fully, he found he needed something more.
Imagine him ensconced in opulence, yet lamenting, raging impotent to fight this
enemy that respects no conventional battle lines he’s mastered. His slave, captured
on a conquest, overhears – hard to miss his foul mood and words. Bitterness
could’ve festered in her as she rejoiced in the suffering of her oppressor. Yet, she
rises above vengeance to whisper good news of hope. Her grace of compassion
crescendos in further conversation into halls of power—kings of Aram and Israel.
Naaman’s readiness to pay hoards of money is admirable. Yet here’s the trouble.
The only possibility for healing he sees is that accrued power, wealth, privilege.
They may get him access to anything else. How tragic, ironic in power dynamics
that the King of Israel perceives it all as volatile threat, not generous gift. Because
he too, only sees impossible expectations with probable retribution if not fulfilled—

a quarrel picked. How limited his hope, trust, creative belief—“am I God to give
life?” Indeed not. Nor is he faithful to that Sacred Grace.
Enter Elisha (whose very name means “God is my salvation”). He “overhears”, not
unlike the slave girl, and offers healing. Now imagine Naaman in a line of bulletproof Suburbans escorted by Humvees and helicopters rolling up to an old rustic
cabin. Elisha doesn’t deign to come out and bow before this display of power. He
sends a plain servant to say go wash in the Jordan River. Naaman’s anger,
frustration, pride, prejudice, and likely exhaustion after such a long journey explode.
By any cultural metric the rivers of Damascus and refinement of Aramean society
far exceed unsophisticated Israel and this hovel before him. By any metric, save one
… the power of Holy Love.
Friends, this story about dreaded leprosy suggests healing fully flows from humility,
vulnerability, gratitude, maybe confession as we continue to live into ethical
conundrums. The healing process so often moves us beyond boundaries we assumed
before—limits of what’s possible in life. Bias and prejudice and abuse—inside all of
us and ensconced in society that erect boundaries between real people like Naaman
and his slave and Elisha and you and me. Healing Grace giving now life beyond
limits leads to a blessing we all seek: “go in peace.” For Naaman it all turns on
Elisha’s command to go wash in the Jordan seven times. A sort of baptism. Deeper
than physiological cleansing, it’s about faith. Cleansing, centering, committing the
heart.
I’ve gone to physical therapy now seven … eight, maybe ten times now. I’ve lost
track. As I lay prone on the padded table again this week, it seemed my ailment and
remedy reflects what Naaman and all of us need when ill in body, mind, spirit. You
see, my neck has been stiff, with limited range of motion. I smile now at my
therapist friend’s assessment—man, it's like a pole! This is supposed to move like

that and you’ve got nothing! I go home, do exercises, come back and talk more
about Liverpool and Newcastle soccer while he massages, pushes, twists. After
several treatments, still, “wow, you’re stiff, man!”
When asked, friends, I can’t say how it got this way. Maybe heading soccer balls
and other players’ heads, or getting clocked by flying elbows on the basketball
court, or maybe it’s accrued stress, leaning on the center console in a car that was
too small, posture day after day typing on my laptop, or simply how I’ve slept.
Thinking back now, it’s been this like this or at least getting worse for many years.
Probably little by little, insidious, as I just accepted and lived through it.
Misguidedly afraid that like other arthritis bits it would be harmed further by the
grinding, popping, snapping. No, my therapist exclaims, that’s good! That’s what
you want! I don’t know what caused it exactly. And I don’t know what is reasonable
to expect—how fully my range will return. Gradually, through humbly submitting
to his ministrations and persisting with stretching, I can turn my head to see a bit
more than what’s right in front of me.
My ailment pales in scope and severity to what many of us face. To heal fully, all of
us need to imagine a full life in goodness beyond limitations literal physiological, or
mental / emotional / relational of only what’s seen right in front of us. Cancer, heart
disease, dementia, Covid, COPD, bad knees, Parkinson’s, MD, MS or ALS,
illnesses and ailments we face personally sometimes can reduce the range of life we
see to what’s right in front of us. The physical pain, frustration, real loss of life as
we’ve known it or want it to be. Maybe fear we feel knowing what runs in family,
and what might strike us too, one day. It can settle insidiously over years, as we just
accept and live through it. I see so many of you I know; hold you in my heart. Even
as I also know so many others suffer silently, more alone. I wonder how we all
might relate with Naaman and identify with a reality he faced.

Then, of course, friends, there are many other types of healing needed—relational
among family and friends, colleagues and country. Leprous lesions of insensitive
words, selfish pursuits, twisted truth, bias and abuse that cause so much pain and
disfigures our life together. Anger, frustration, pride, prejudice boiling over our long
journey together … with so much farther to go. It’s settled insidiously over years, as
we just accept and live through it. If only healing were as easy as taking a dip in the
Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri, Columbia, Kalamazoo rivers seven times. How can we
release festering bitterness and rise above vengeance? How can grace and
compassion crescendo among us from poorest homes to halls of power? How can
our limited range of vision for our life and for our world be massaged and stretched,
as we humbly, vulnerably start to turn and see other perspectives, experiences,
possibilities and feel the power of Holy Love among us?
That’s what Jesus offered. The way Mark tells the story, Jesus has proclaimed that
he comes to bring the reign of God’s Grace and Peace. He calls people to follow that
way and share that work. And immediately we hear stories of healing, as if to say:
this is what that promise and service look like. This is who Jesus is and how
knowing Christ and receiving new life in him come to be … not unlike my PT
increasing a range of possibilities for goodness we see.
Hear what the Spirit may say. {read Mark 2:1-12}

Friends, as we follow Jesus, in the lineage of Elisha, here’s what these stories make
me wonder and desire. How can we be a home for Jesus where people come to share
the power of healing? How can others receive through our life together, a balm of
Sacred Grace that brings transformation, resurrection? Beyond PT of the Spirit
Naaman received, here are a few other bits of inspiration from details Mark tells us.

First, the paralytic couldn’t get to Jesus on his own—carried by four, surrounded by
more. Often, friends, to heal fully, we all need help. I’m grateful to Suzanne and
others over the years, friends recently who urged, “you really should get your neck
checked. Something could be done.” And so, we know among us that generosity and
caring connection to the Holy Love of Jesus. Maybe lead most of all by our Deacons
calling, sending cards, bringing meals, offering rides, organizing gatherings,
however they can be ready to respond when they hear of someone who can’t quite
get where they need to go. We see it in so many others, offering rides to a class or
meeting or Sunday worship. All of us sharing insights and questions in our classes
or preparing lessons for our children that help us all trust hope, find purpose, and
receive peace as we make sense of life. Or when others call, you’re willing to share
your stories of living with heart challenges like a-fib to help them envision what’s
possible. And friends, you’ve said, Session has heard, we all know how hard it is to
feel connected right now … so just take a moment to call or write or reach out. Not
singing sea shanties this time, I imagine those four landlubber pilgrims bearing the
paralytic to Jesus were humming something with a good walking rhythm.
Something like U2’s song “One”—
We’re one but we’re not the same.
One love, one blood, we got to do what we should,
One life with each other, sisters, brothers …
One life but we’re not the same.
We get to carry each other, carry each other …”
Trouble is, they get to Jesus’ home and it’s so packed, people even jamming the
doorway to catch a glimpse or hear a word, there’s no access for them, for him. So,
they lift him up on to roof, and dig through the roof. That’s a striking detail Mark
includes. They dig through. We’re obviously not talking about an American pitched
shingled or metal roof here. Maybe we can picture the cube flat-roof Middle eastern
homes we still see. There’s no digging through today’s concrete. In Jesus’ time,

roofs were a kind of lattice of limbs and sticks embedded with mud. Makes me
wonder what we might need to dig through and open up in our society, in our church
to help others heal fully through Holy Love. In all our own wonderful eagerness to
know God’s love in Christ, in all the ways we sing and serve and express faith, how
might we inadvertently, unintentionally crowd out others? What lattice of systems
and mud of assumptions in how we operate, what established practices and
prejudices in society make it hard for everyone to share in Divine Grace? That is, to
share resources to live abundantly—to thrive not just survive?
That’s what we’re asking in our Just Sanctuary group meetings, hoping to be more
aware and maybe adapt some practices. That’s what we’re trying to offer practically
on Wednesday nights through CTV—our meals and clothes and warm human
relations. That’s what we’re considering as we pursue building plans for our Pine
Island property. We’re in early stages, not much to report really. Still in the spirit of
faithful work with the garden over many years, beyond our own uses, we’re asking
how whatever facilities could benefit others—to offer space for the grace and love
and joy and peace of Christ to abound in gatherings of any group—to help others
meet Jesus, we might say. And that’s what she was pleased to tell us at Session this
past week. We were sharing ways we’ve been astounded or amazed recently by
Grace in our lives. She beamed as she told us about a $1 million grant received by
KPS to support social / emotional health and learning, especially helping the most
needy children take up their mats and walk confidently into life.
Now, friends, one final word about forgiveness. Paralytic comes, Jesus says: your
sin is forgiven …as if that’s the way to heal fully. It feels important to say clearly
that we don’t believe illnesses like cancer or ALS or natural disasters are a
consequence of moral faults or failures. It’s something Christians and people of
many faiths have said over ages and still say today. Yes, of course, there are always
consequences for actions and decisions—for us and others. We stick your hand

under a running lawn mower, we don’t wear a seatbelt, we mistreat children, we
burn fossil fuels interminably sending CO2 into the sky … well. But to claim that
HIV or a heart attack or whatever means God’s mad at us smacks of arrogant hubris
and cruel abuse. We could go on longer and maybe should, because forgiveness is
central to Jesus’ message. I find it helpful to understand sin as separation—anything
that distances us from God and God’s desire for us to share fullness of life. Again,
yes, sometimes we act or speak in ways that are sinful—causing us to be alienated
from God and others in love. And there are so many more sinful realities in our
society beyond our personal choices—including illnesses—that create such
separation. Forgiveness includes anything that heals such separation. Forgiveness is
healing and healing is a kind of forgiveness. From apologies and kind words to
selfless service and public policies that transform harm and right wrongs.
To heal fully we must all forgive. For that grace and mercy and loving service
defines Jesus’ life and ministry most of all. That witness to God’s power among us
gets him crucified and is the promised reality for which he was raised. To heal fully,
dear friends, trust that Holy Love works for and through all people, even ones
seemingly on the margins of society—like slave girl, a lonely prophet, a paralytic
who can’t even make it to Jesus on his own. To heal fully, see possibilities beyond
the narrow limits of life right in front of us—for apparent good or ill. To heal fully,
humbly and vulnerably submit to the PT of the Spirit that stretches our range of
vision and possibility. To heal fully, accept help and offer it to others, especially
when it seems a kind of paralysis has settled insidiously over years. To heal fully,
get beneath surface sense and dig through systems and assumptions that make it
hard for others to access the grace of resources to thrive. To heal fully, let’s make
this place and our life together a home where amid every ill anyone can come to
know God’s love and hope and joy and peace in Jesus Christ.
Thanks be to God. Amen.

